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We present the results of the first hadron collider search for heavy, long-lived neutralinos that decay via
~ in gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking models. Using an integrated luminosity of 570 
~ 01 ! G

pﬃﬃﬃ
34 pb1 of pp collisions at s ¼ 1:96 TeV, we select  þ jet þ missing transverse energy candidate
events based on the arrival time of a high-energy photon at the electromagnetic calorimeter as measured
with a timing system that was recently installed on the CDF II detector. We find 2 events, consistent with
the background estimate of 1:3  0:7 events. While our search strategy does not rely on model-specific
~ 01 mass of
dynamics, we set cross section limits and place the world-best 95% C.L. lower limit on the 
2
101 GeV=c at ~01 ¼ 5 ns.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.78.032015

PACS numbers: 13.85.Rm, 12.60.Jv, 13.85.Qk, 14.80.Ly

I. INTRODUCTION
Models of gauge-mediated supersymmetry (SUSY)
breaking (GMSB) [1] are attractive for several reasons.
Theoretically they solve the ‘‘naturalness problem’’ [2]
and provide a low mass (warm) dark matter candidate
[3]. From an experimental standpoint they provide a natural explanation for the observation of an eeE
6 T [4,5]
candidate event by the CDF experiment during Run I at
the Fermilab Tevatron. In particular, the photon () and
missing transverse energy (E
6 T ) can be produced by the
~ 01 ) into a photon and a
decay of the lightest neutralino (
~ While much atweakly interacting, stable gravitino (G).
0
~ decays, ver~ 1 ! G
tention has been given to prompt 
sions of the model that take into account cosmological
~ with keV=c2 mass and a 
~ 01 with a
constraints favor a G
lifetime that is on the order of nanoseconds or more [6].
Here we describe in detail [7] the first search for heavy,
long-lived neutralinos using photon timing at a hadron
collider in the  þ jet þ E
6 T final state where we require
at least one jet and at least one photon. The data comprise
1
an integrated
pﬃﬃﬃ luminosity of 570  34 pb of pp collisions at s ¼ 1:96 TeV from the Tevatron collected with
the CDF II detector [8]. Previous searches for subnano~ de~ 01 ! G
second [9,10] and nanosecond-lifetime [10] 
cays using nontiming techniques have yielded null results.
~ 01 lifeThe present results extend the sensitivity to larger 
times and masses.
The structure of this paper is as follows: the remainder of
this section provides a more detailed motivation for the
search and describes the CDF detector, in particular, the
recently installed timing system on the electromagnetic
calorimeters (the ‘‘EMTiming’’ system) that is used to
measure the time of arrival of photons. Section II describes
how photons from heavy, long-lived particles would interact with the detector and how the standard identification
criteria for prompt photons are modified to keep the identification efficiency high for delayed photons. The section
further describes the photon timing measurement. We describe the data sample in Sec. III and discuss the event
preselection criteria. Section IV describes the various
background sources as well as the methods of estimating
the rate at which they populate the signal region. After a
description and estimation of the acceptance for GMSB

events in Sec. V, we continue in Sec. VI with a description
of the optimization procedure and the expected sensitivity.
The data are studied in Sec. VII and limits are set on
GMSB with a model-independent discussion of the sensitivity. Section VIII concludes with the final results and a
discussion of the future prospects for a similar analysis
with more data.
A. Theory and phenomenology
Many minimal GMSB models are well specified with a
small number of free parameters. The electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism originates in a ‘‘hidden sector’’
(not further specified in the model) and is mediated to the
visible scalars and fermions by messenger fields; for more
details see [1] and references therein. The free parameters
of the minimal GMSB model are as follows: the messenger
mass scale, Mm ; the number of messenger fields, Nm ; a
parameter  that determines the gaugino and scalar
masses; the ratio of the neutral Higgs vacuum expectation
values, tanðÞ; the sign of the Higgsino mass parameter,
sinðÞ. For models with Nm ¼ 1 and low tanðÞ & 30 the
~ is the lightest supersymmetric partiweakly interacting G
cle (LSP) and the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle
~ 01 . For models with
(NLSP) is the lightest neutralino 
Nm > 1 or tanðÞ * 30, the NLSP is a slepton (mostly
~1 ) [11]. As there are many GMSB parameter combinations that match this phenomenology, representative
‘‘model lines’’ have been identified that allow a good
specification of the model with only one free parameter
that sets the particle masses. This analysis follows line 8 of
the Snowmass points and slopes (SPS 8) proposal [12] and
assumes Mm ¼ 2, tanðÞ ¼ 15, sgnðÞ ¼ 1, Nm ¼ 1,
~ 01 decays
and R-parity conservation. In this model the 
0
~
~ 1 ! G with a branching ratio of 100% but leaves
via 
~ 01 mass and lifetime as free parameters.
the 
~ 01 lifetime
Nonminimal GMSB models with a nonzero 
2
~ are favored as they are
and a 1–1:5 keV=c mass G
consistent with current astronomical observations and
models of the early universe that take inflation into account
~ are too light ( & 1 keV=c2 ), they can
[13]. If the G’s
destroy the nuclei produced during big bang nucleosynthesis, leading to a cosmic microwave background that is
different from observations [6]. If they are too heavy
( * 1 keV=c2 ), while they are a warm dark matter candi-
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date [3] and consistent with models of galaxy structure
formation, their density can cause the universe to overclose. To include the proper GMSB messenger particle
decays and lifetimes, an additional SUSY breaking scale
is included and provides an additional parameter in the
~ and the 
~ 01 lifetime with the G
~ 01
model that relates the 
masses. In this formulation [1] our parameter choices, SPS
8, favor a lifetime of several nanoseconds for the
~ 01 mass range, just above current exclusions
100 GeV=c2 
[9,10].
In pp collisions, the R-parity conservation assumption
leads to supersymmetric particles always being produced
in pairs. We probe a range of  not already excluded at
95% confidence level (C.L.) in previous collider experiments [9,10] where the squarks and gluinos have masses of
600–800 GeV=c2 and the sleptons and gauginos phave
ﬃﬃﬃ
masses of 100–300 GeV=c2 . At the Tevatron, with s ¼
1:96 TeV, squarks and gluinos are too heavy to have
significant production cross sections, hence gaugino pair~ 02 
~
~
~þ
production dominates [1]. Individually, 
1 and 
1
1
production, as shown in Fig. 1, contribute 45% and 25%,
respectively, of the total GMSB production cross section
(prod ). The rest of the production is mostly slepton pairs.
~ 01 lifetime.
We note that prod is independent of the 
This analysis focuses on the  þ E
6 T final state which is
expected to be more sensitive to the favored nanosecond
lifetime scenario [14]. To identify GMSB events, we use
the CDF II detector. As shown in Fig. 1, each gaugino
~ 01 in association with taus whose
decays (promptly) to a 
~
~ 01 ! G
decays can be identified as jets [15]. Whether the 
decay occurs either inside or outside the detector volume
~ 01 decay length (and the detector size). The
depends on the 
~ leaving the detector give rise to E
~ 01 ’s and/or the G’s

6 T
since they are weakly interacting particles (the neutrinos in
the event also affect the E
6 T ). Depending on whether one or
~ 01 ’s decay inside the detector, the event has the
two 
6 T , often with
signature of high energy  þ E
6 T or  þ E
one or more additional particles from the heavier sparticle
decays. These are identifiable as an additional jet(s) in the
detector. We do not require the explicit identification of a
tau. This has the advantage of reducing the model dependence of our results, making them applicable to other
possible gaugino decay models. A study to see if there is
additional sensitivity from adding  identification to the
analysis is in progress.
The arrival time of photons at the detector allows for a
~ 01 ’s and
good separation between nanosecond-lifetime 
promptly produced standard model (SM) photons as well
~ 01 !
as noncollision backgrounds. Figure 2(a) illustrates a 
~ decay in the CDF detector after a macroscopic decay
G
length. A suitable timing separation variable is
tcorr  ðtf  ti Þ 

jx~ f  x~ i j
;
c

(1)

where tf  ti is the time between the collision ti and the

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 032015 (2008)

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of the dominant tree-production
processes at the Fermilab Tevatron for the SPS 8 GMSB model
line. The taus and second photons, if available, can be identified
as jets in the detector. Note that only one choice for the charge is
shown.

arrival time tf of the photon at the calorimeter, and jx~ f 
x~ i j is the distance between the position where the photon
hits the detector and the collision point. Here, tcorr is the
photon arrival time corrected for the collision time and the
time-of-flight. Prompt photons will produce tcorr  0 while
photons from long-lived particles will appear ‘‘delayed’’
(tcorr > 0), ignoring resolution effects. Figure 2(b) shows
the simulated distribution of tcorr for a GMSB signal,
prompt photons, and noncollision backgrounds in the
detector.
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The search was performed as a blind analysis, picking
the final selection criteria based on the signal and background expectations alone. The background rates in the
signal region are estimated using tcorr control regions from
the same  þ jet þ E
6 T data sample and comparing to the
distribution shapes of the various backgrounds. A
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used to model the
GMSB event dynamics and timing in the detector and to
estimate the signal expectations. Combining these backgrounds and signal event estimates permits a calculation of
the most sensitive combination of event requirements. We
note that the jet requirement helps make this search sensitive to any model that produces a large mass particle
decaying to a similar final state.
C. The CDF II detector and the EMTiming system

~ 01
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The schematic of a long-lived 
~
~
decaying into a G and a photon inside the detector. While the G
leaves undetected the photon travels to the detector wall and
deposits energy in the detector. A prompt photon would travel
directly from the collision point to the detector walls. Relative to
~ 01 would appear
the expected arrival time, the photon from the 
‘‘delayed.’’ (b) The tcorr distribution for a simulated GMSB
signal at an example point of m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼
5 ns as well as for standard model and noncollision backgrounds.

B. Overview of the search
This search selects photons with a delayed arrival time
from a sample of events with a high transverse energy (ET )
isolated photon, large E
6 T , and a high-ET jet to identify
gaugino cascade decays. The background to this search can
be separated into two types of sources: collision and noncollision backgrounds. Collision backgrounds come from
SM production, such as strong interaction (QCD) and
electroweak processes. Noncollision backgrounds come
from photon candidates that are either emitted by cosmic
ray muons as they traverse the detector or are from beam
related backgrounds that produce an energy deposit in the
calorimeter that is reconstructed as a photon.

The CDF II detector is a general-purpose magnetic
spectrometer, whose detailed description can be found in
[8] and references therein. The salient components are
summarized here. The magnetic spectrometer consists of
tracking devices inside a 3-m diameter, 5-m long superconducting solenoid magnet that operates at 1.4 T. A set of
silicon microstrip detectors (silicon vertex detector or
SVX) and a 3.1-m long drift chamber (central outer tracker
or COT) with 96 layers of sense wires measure the position
(x~ i ) and time (ti ) of the pp interaction and the momenta of
charged particles. Muons from the collision or cosmic rays
are identified by a system of drift chambers situated outside
the calorimeters in the region with pseudorapidity jj <
1:1. The calorimeter consists of projective towers ( ¼
15 and   0:1) with electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) compartments and is divided into a central
barrel that surrounds the solenoid coil (jj < 1:1) and a
pair of end-plugs that cover the region 1:1 < jj < 3:6.
Both calorimeters are used to identify and measure the
energy and position of photons, electrons, jets, and E
6 T.
Wire chambers with cathode strip readout give 2dimensional profiles of electromagnetic showers in the
central and plug regions (CES and PES systems,
respectively).
The electromagnetic calorimeters were recently instrumented with a new system, the EMTiming system (completed in Fall 2004), which is described in detail in [16] and
references therein. The following features are of particular
relevance for the present analysis. The EM detector is
made of sheets of a plastic scintillator sandwiched between
3/4-inch layers of lead. It measures the arrival time of
electrons and photons in each tower with jj < 2:1 using
the electronic signal from the EM shower in the calorimeter. In the region jj < 1:1, used in this analysis, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) on opposite azimuthal sides of the
calorimeter tower convert the scintillation light generated
by the shower into an analog electric signal. The energy
measurement integrates the charge over a 132 ns timing
window around the collision time from 20 ns before the
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collision until 110 ns afterwards. New electronics inductively branches off 15% of the energy of the anode signal
and sends it to a discriminator. If the signal for a tower is
above 2 mV (  3–4 GeV energy deposit), a digital pulse is
sent to a time-to-digital converter (TDC) that records the
photon arrival time and is read out for each event by the
data-acquisition system. The resolution of the time of
arrival measurement is 0:50  0:01 ns for the photon energies used in this analysis.
II. PHOTON IDENTIFICATION AND TIMING
The CDF detector has been used for the identification
(ID) of high-energy photons for many years, and a stand-

FIG. 3. The definitions of the and  incident angles using
~ 01 decaying to a photon and
schematic diagrams of a long-lived 
~ in the CDF detector. The angles and  are the projections
aG
of the incident angle at the front face of the calorimeter in the
ðr; zÞ- and the ðr; Þ-plane, respectively.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 032015 (2008)

ardized set of ID criteria (cuts) for the region jj < 1:0 is
now well established. Each cut is designed to separate real,
promptly produced photons from photons from 0 ! 
decays, hadronic jets, electrons, and other backgrounds,
see [7,9,17] for more details and the appendix for a description of the ID variables.
Unlike photons from SM processes, delayed photons
~ 01 ’s are not expected to hit the calorimeter
from long-lived 
coming directly from the collision point [14]. As shown in
~ 01’s with a long lifetime and small boost can
Fig. 2(a), 
~ with a large path length
~ 01 ! G
produce a photon from 
from the collision position to the calorimeter (large tcorr ).
We define the photon incident angle at the face of the EM
calorimeter, , as the angle between the momentum vector
~ 01 and the vector to the center of the
of the photon from the 
detector. For convenience we consider the
projection
onto the ðr; zÞ-plane and label it , and the projection
onto the ðr; Þ-plane and label it ; see Fig. 3. This distinction is made as the photon ID variable efficiencies vary
differently between and .
Figure 4 compares the distribution for prompt, SM~ 01 ’s. Each are
like photons and photons from long-lived 
0
~ 1 with m~01 ¼
simulated as the decay product of a 
110 GeV=c2 using the PYTHIA MC generator [18]. The
distributions of promptly produced photons [19] have a
maximum at ¼ 0 and extend to 18 in while  is
always  1 as the beam has negligible extent in the x-y
plane. The most probable angle for a simulated neutralino sample with ~01 ¼ 10 ns is 10 and extends out to

FIG. 4. The distribution of the total incident angle
at the
~ 01 ’s
front face of the calorimeter for simulated photons from 
~ 01 ’s with a
with m~01 ¼ 110 GeV=c2 . ‘‘Prompt’’ photons from 
~ 01 ’s with a
lifetime of 0 ns (solid) are compared to photons from 
lifetime 10 ns (dashed). The dotted histogram shows the distribution for a lifetime of 10 ns for photons with 2:0  tcorr 
10 ns and shows that, as expected, delayed photons can have a
significant incident angle.
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maximum angles of 60 and 40 in and  respectively. For this sample, the majority of photons arrive at
angles between 0 and 40 total incident angle. The mean of
the distribution rises as a function of ~01 but becomes
largely independent of m~01 and ~01 in the range 10 <
~01 < 35 ns. Also shown is the distribution for delayed
photons, selected with 2:0  tcorr  10 ns, similar to a
typical final analysis requirement. The delayed photon
requirement shifts the maximum of the distribution of
from 10 to 25 . As the incident angles of photons
from long-lived particles are much larger than for prompt
photons, the standard selection criteria are reexamined and
modified where necessary.
To verify that we can robustly and efficiently identify
photons from heavy, long-lived particles, we examine the
efficiencies of the photon ID variables as a function of
and  separately. As we will see the standard photon
identification requirements are slightly modified for this
search; each is listed in Table I. To study photon showers at
a wide variety of angles in the calorimeter, we create a
number of data and MC samples of photons and electrons.
An electron shower in the calorimeter is very similar to that
from a photon, but electrons can be selected with high
purity. We create two samples of W ! e events, one from
data, and the other simulated using the PYTHIA MC generator and the standard, GEANT based, CDF detector simulation [20]. Each must pass the requirements listed in
Table II. Similarly, two samples of MC photons are gen~ decays with m~0 ¼ 110 GeV=c2
~ 01 ! G
erated using 
1
and ~01 ¼ 0 ns and ~01 ¼ 10 ns, respectively, to cover
the region 0   60 . We select a subsample of events
where the highest ET photon in the event is required to be
~ 01 and to pass the ET , , and
the decay product of a 
fiducial requirements listed in Table I.
Figure 5 compares the distributions of the photon ID
variables for the ~01 ¼ 0 and ~01 ¼ 10 ns samples. A
visual comparison shows that the differences are, on averTABLE I. The photon identification and isolation selection
requirements. These are the standard requirements with the
2CES < 20 requirement removed. These variables are described
in more detail in [9,17] and the appendix.
ET > 30 GeV and jj  1:0
Fiducial: not near the boundary, in or z, of a calorimeter tower
EHad =EEM < 0:125
Energy in a R ¼ 0:4 cone around the photon
excluding the photon energy:
EIso < 2:0 GeV þ 0:02 ðET  20 GeVÞ
No tracks pointing at the cluster or one with
pT < 1:0 GeV=c þ 0:005 ET =c
pT of tracks in a 0.4 cone <2:0 GeV=c þ 0:005 ET =c
nd
E2 cluster < 2:4 GeV þ 0:01 ET
EPMT2 j
AP ¼ jEEPMT1
< 0:6
PMT1 þEPMT2

TABLE II. The requirements used to select electrons from
W ! e events to validate the ID efficiency of simulated photons. These are topological and global event cuts in combination
with loose calorimetry but tight track quality requirements. This
produces a sample that contains electrons with high purity but
has a low bias for calculating the efficiency of photon ID
requirements vs incident angle. The vertex reconstruction algorithm is described in Sec. II A and uses tracks passing the
requirements listed in Table III. These variables are summarized
in the appendix and described in more detail in [8].
Electron requirements
ET > 30 GeV and jj  1:0
Fiducial: not near the boundary, in or z, of a calorimeter tower
0:9 < E=p < 1:1 or pT > 50 GeV=c
Track traverses 3 stereo and 3 axial COT superlayers
with 5 hits each
Additional requirements to reject electrons from  ! ee
Global event requirements
E
6 T > 30 GeV
Exactly 1 vertex with Ntrks 4 and jzj < 60 cm
Transverse mass of the electron and
E
6 T : 50 < mT < 120 GeV=c2

age, very small. The photon ID efficiency is estimated to be
equal to the ratio of the number of photons that pass all the
ID requirements in Table I, divided by the number of
events in the MC subsample. For electrons, the measurement technique is the same, after removing the electron
track, and using the sample of events that pass the requirements in Table II. Figure 6 shows the efficiency for MC
photons and electrons from data as a function of incident
angles
and  (taking the photon position from the
measured center of the calorimeter energy cluster). The
efficiencies are very similar and constant except at large
values of  where the efficiency drops, which is where real
collision data are not available. The drop in efficiency at
large  is due to the photon shower in the calorimeter
TABLE III. The set of requirements for tracks to be included
in the vertex reconstruction. These are the standard tracking
requirements [8], but with additional quality requirements on the
t0 measurement and a slow proton rejection requirement [21] to
remove tracks that likely have a mismeasured track t0 . These
variables are described in the appendix.
pT > 0:3 GeV=c
pT > 1:4 GeV=c or passes the slow proton rejection cuts
if charge >0
jj < 1:6
jz0 j < 70 cm
Errðz0 Þ < 1 cm
jt0 j < 40 ns
0:05 < Errðt0 Þ < 0:8 ns
Traverses 3 stereo and 3 axial COT superlayers with
5 hits each
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FIG. 5. A simulation of the ID variable distributions (minus their requirement value) for photons in a GMSB model with m~01 ¼
~ 01 ’s with a lifetime of 0 ns and the dashed line is
110 GeV=c2 . The solid line is for prompt photons, simulated as decay photons from 
~ 01 ’s with a lifetime of 10 ns. Entries to the left of the dashed vertical line pass the corresponding
for photons from long-lived 
requirement. The bin at 2:8 in (d) collects the photons that have no track within the isolation cone. In (f) the bin at 6 shows the
photons that have no 2nd CES cluster nearby. The distributions for all ID variables do not change significantly between the prompt and
the long-lived case except for slight deviations in the energy isolation in (b) as discussed in the text.
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even at large ~01 , the ID criteria are only 1:5% less
efficient for photons for the ~01 ¼ 10 ns sample than for
the prompt sample. Thus, the majority of the standard
requirements are not changed for the search. The efficiency
variation as a function of angle is taken into account by
using the detector simulation for the efficiencies and assigning a 5% systematic uncertainty to the overall photon
ID efficiency measurement.
The comparison of the photon shower-maximum profile
to test-beam expectations, 2CES [17], is removed from the
photon identification requirements because it becomes inefficient at large angles. The shower for a photon that hits
the shower-maximum detector, CES, at a large value of
() angle would spread out and have a larger-thanexpected RMS in the z ( ) direction due to the projection.
A GEANT simulation [20] shows the efficiency of the 2CES
requirement is constant at small angles, but then falls off
rapidly at large angles. Thus, the photon 2CES requirement
is removed.
A second change to the standard photon ID is to add a
requirement to remove high-energy photon candidates that
are caused by a high-voltage breakdown (‘‘spike’’) between the PMT photocathode and the surrounding material. Such an occurrence can produce false photon
candidates that are uncorrelated with the collision and
appear delayed in time. Spikes are identified by the asymmetry of the two energy measurements of the PMTs of a
tower:
AP ¼

jEPMT1  EPMT2 j
;
EPMT1 þ EPMT2

(2)

where EPMT1 and EPMT2 are the two PMT energies.

FIG. 6. The efficiencies for photons and electrons to pass the
ID requirements in Table I vs incident angles and . The solid
~ decays (m~0 ¼
~ 01 ! G
squares represent MC photons from 
1
2
110 GeV=c , ~01 ¼ 10 ns) while the empty circles represent
electrons from a W ! e data sample that pass the requirements
in Table II. The efficiency falls by 15% from 0 to 60 in .
This effect is mostly due to the energy isolation requirement, as
discussed in the text.

traversing into the neighboring tower in . Because the
photons are identified and measured as clusters in the
calorimeter [17], this decreases the cluster-energy sum
while increasing the isolation energy. Therefore, the photon appears nonisolated and the isolation efficiency falls
from 98% at  ¼ 0 to 90% at  ¼ 50 . This is not a
problem for large as energy leakage into the neighboring
tower in  is included in the energy sum. The total photon
identification efficiency as a function of in this regime
falls from 93% to 80%. However, since in our region
the fraction of events with large  is small (see Fig. 4),

FIG. 7. A comparison of the PMT asymmetry, AP , for a
photon þ E
6 T sample that contains both PMT spikes and real
photons, and a sample of electrons from W ! e events. PMT
spikes can be effectively removed by requiring the asymmetry to
be less than 0.6.
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TABLE IV. The identification requirements for use in selecting electrons from W ! e events with high purity to study the
vertexing performance. Note that ‘‘q’’ is the sign of the charge of
the electron. The identification requirements are summarized in
the appendix and described in more detail in [8].
Electron requirements
ET > 20 GeV and jj  1:0
Fiducial: not near the boundary, in or z, of a calorimeter tower
EHad =EEM < 0:055 þ 0:000 45 E
2Strip < 10
Lshr < 0:2
pT > 10 GeV=c
EIso < 0:1 ET
3 < x q < 1:5 cm and jzj < 3 cm
jz0 j < 60 cm
pT > 50 GeV=c or 0:5 < E=p < 2:0
Track traverses 3 stereo and 3 axial COT superlayers
with 5 hits each
Global event requirements
E
6 T > 30 GeV

Figure 7 compares photon candidates from both real photons and spikes to real electrons from W ! e events. The
photon candidates pass all but the AP identification requirements shown in Table I in events with E
6 T > 30 GeV, while
the electrons selected pass the requirements in Table IV. As
shown in the figure, a requirement of AP < 0:6 rejects
100% of all spikes with a minimal loss in efficiency for
real photons. Thus, this source will be neglected in the
background estimate.
A. Measurement of the collision time and position
The corrected photon time is a combination of the
measurements of the photon arrival time and position using
the EMTiming system and the primary interaction position
and time using the COT. We begin with a description of a
new vertexing algorithm that provides this time and continue with the EMTiming measurement and the final tcorr
calculation.
The standard vertexing algorithms [22] reconstruct the
vertex position (x~ i ) from high quality COT and SVX tracks.
However, it is important also to measure t0 and to separate
tracks from the vertex that produced the photon from any
other vertex that lies close in space but occurs at a different
time. This is particularly true at high instantaneous luminosities where two or more collisions can occur in one
event and can lie close to each other in z. Misassigned
vertex events are a dominant contribution to the background estimate.
To solve this problem, we have developed a new vertex
reconstruction algorithm based on track clustering. The
procedure [23] uses tracks with a well-measured t0 and
z0 that pass the requirements in Table III and groups those
that are close to each other in both space and time. The
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algorithm can be separated into three phases: (1) the initial
assignment of tracks that are nearby in t0 and z0 into
clusters, (2) the determination of the t0 , z0 , and pT of
the vertex, and (3) the adjustment of the number of clusters
by merging clusters that are close to each other and parameter optimization.
A simple algorithm is used to make a preliminary assignment of all tracks into clusters. It is designed to overestimate, initially, the number of vertices in the event to
obviate the need for dividing a single cluster into two
separate clusters, called splitting. The highest-pT track is
designated as the ‘‘seed’’ of the first cluster, and any
lower-pT tracks that lie within 3 times the typical cluster
RMS (0.6 ns and 1.0 cm for t0 and z0 , respectively) are also
assigned to it. The highest-pT track from the remaining set
of tracks is then picked as a second seed and tracks are
assigned to it, and so forth until no tracks are left. The
mean position and time for each cluster, zvertex and tvertex ,
respectively, is then calculated.
The second and third phases of the vertexing algorithm
are essentially a likelihood fit and minimization to get a
best estimate of the true number of vertices and their
parameters [24]. We allow the cluster parameters to float
in the fit and maximize the probability that each track is a
member of a vertex with a track density that is Gaussian in
both space and time. All clusters are fitted simultaneously.
If during the procedure the means of two clusters are within
both 3 cm in z0 and 1.8 ns in t0 or if two clusters share the
same set of tracks, then the clusters are merged. No splitting is done because the initial seeding is designed to
overestimate the number of clusters. Splitting a cluster
with a too-large RMS can result in two clusters that both
do not pass the final requirements and would reduce the
clustering efficiency. Having two clusters merged that are
close in both space and time does not substantially affect
the tcorr measurement. We choose the primary vertex for an
event to be the highest pT cluster that has at least 4 tracks.
Vertexing resolution and efficiency
The cluster resolution, the reconstruction efficiency, and
beam properties are measured using a high purity W ! e
data sample, selected using the cuts in Table IV. To measure the performance for possible events with photons, the
electron track is removed from the vertexing and is used to
measure the vertexing performance as it identifies the
correct event vertex. Figure 8 shows the z0 and t0 distributions as well as their correlation for the vertices in this
sample. Both are roughly Gaussian and centered at zero
with a RMS of 25 cm and 1.28 ns, respectively, reflecting
the accelerator parameters. There is a non-Gaussian excess
around zero in the z0 distribution that comes from events
that contain more than one vertex. In this case the clustering has merged two vertices that are close to each other,
which most likely happens at z ¼ 0 cm. The correlation
between the collision position and time distributions is
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caused by the differences in the proton and antiproton
bunch structure within the accelerator (p  50 cm and
p  70 cm [7]).
The vertexing resolution is estimated using a subsample
of the events with only one reconstructed vertex. For each
event the tracks in the vertex are randomly divided into two
groups that are then separately put through the vertexing
algorithm. Figure 9 pshows
the distance between the two
ﬃﬃﬃ
clusters, divided by 2 to take into account the two measurements, giving a resolution measurement of t ¼
0:22 ns and z ¼ 0:24 cm. The secondary Gaussian in
Fig. 9(b) indicates cases where two different vertices
have been combined into one cluster. Figure 10 shows
the difference in time and position between the recon-

FIG. 8. Plots (a), (b), and (c) show the t0 , z0 , and their
correlation, respectively, for the reconstructed highest pT
vertex in W ! e events. The fits in (a) and (b) are both a single
Gaussian. The falloff in the (b) at jzj ’ 60 cm is due to the
requirement that all tracks have jzj < 70 cm. In the search the
vertex is required to have jzj < 60 cm.

FIG. 9. The difference in t and z between two arbitrarily
selected sets of tracks from the same reconstructed vertex in a
W ! e data set with the electron track removed from the
vertexing. This is a measure of the vertex resolution. (a) is fit
with
pﬃﬃﬃone Gaussian while (b) is fit with two. Note that the factor
of 2 is already taken out.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The difference in t (a) and in z
(b) between the electron track and the highest pT reconstructed
vertex (without the electron track participating in the vertexing)
in W ! e events. The distributions are centered at zero and fit
with double Gaussians, indicating that there is no bias in the
clustering procedure. The secondary Gaussian contains events
where the electron does not originate from the highest pT
vertex in the event.

structed cluster and the electron track (not included in the
vertexing) for the full sample. The distributions are well
described by two Gaussians that are both symmetric and
centered at zero, indicating no measurement bias. The
primary Gaussian distribution contains events where the
reconstructed cluster is the vertex that produced the electron. Its RMS is dominated by the resolution of the electron
track position and time. The secondary Gaussian distribution contains events where the electron does not originate
from the highest pT vertex in the event.
The efficiency of the vertex reconstruction algorithm is
investigated using two separate methods. The efficiency as
a function of the number of tracks is determined by selecting events that contain a cluster with a high track multi-

FIG. 11. The clustering efficiency as a function of the number
of tracks using (a) the subset method and (b) the window method,
and (c) as a function of the pT of the tracks using the window
method. Note that a cluster is required to have at least 4 tracks
and the efficiency is 100% for pT > 15 GeV=c in this search.
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plicity. Next, various random subsets of the tracks are taken
that belong to this cluster to see if they alone could produce
a cluster. Figure 11 shows the ratio of subset samples in
which a cluster is reconstructed to all cases tried for a given
set of tracks as a function of the number of tracks in the
various subsets. The algorithm is over 90% efficient if 4
tracks are present, where the inefficiency is usually caused
by the algorithm reconstructing two separate clusters each
with <4 tracks, and 100% efficient with 6 tracks (the final
analysis requires at least 4 tracks). A second method that
also allows for a measurement of the efficiency as a function of the pT is to consider tracks in a 2 cm 2 ns
window around the electron track (  5 in each direction)
and search for clusters. Only events with at most one
reconstructed vertex are considered. While this result is
not biased by selecting cases with a known vertex, the
disadvantage is that for resolution reasons not all tracks
are in the window, resulting in a small under-counting of
the number of tracks. Figure 11 shows that the efficiency as
a function of the number of tracks in the vertex yields a
similar result for the two very different methods. This gives
confidence in the results as a function of pT . The efficiency plateaus at pT ¼ 7 GeV=c, as higher pT tracks
have a better t0 resolution measurement. It is important to
note that the efficiency measurements as a function of the
number of tracks are sample-dependent. For instance, if a
sample is chosen that is biased towards a higher average
track pT then the efficiency might be higher for a smaller
number of tracks, or if a sample contains many high-pT
tracks, the efficiency as function of pT might plateau
earlier. This accounts for the small differences in Figs. 11
(a) and 11(b). Since the search requires pT > 15 GeV=c,
as stated later, we take the efficiency for the vertex selection requirements to be 100%.
B. The corrected photon time
With the vertex time and position in hand, we move to a
full measurement of tcorr by incorporating the EMTiming
information. The time of arrival recorded by the
EMTiming system TDCs is corrected using calibrations
that take into account channel to channel variations and an
energy-dependent (‘‘slewing’’) effect due to the fixedthreshold discriminators. A full description of the hardware
as well as the correction and calibration procedure is
described in Ref. [16]. The tcorr resolution for electrons
from W ! e events is 0.64 ns (0.63 ns) for collision data
(MC), dominated by the intrinsic resolution (0.5 ns), the
precision of the TDC output (0.29 ns) and the vertex t0
resolution (0.22 ns). A comparison of detector simulation
to collision data for W ! e events is shown in Fig. 12.
There are no non-Gaussian tails out to 5.
III. TRIGGERS, DATA SETS AND EVENT
PRESELECTION
The event selection is a three stage process. The stages
are (1) an online sample is selected (during data taking),

FIG. 12. A comparison between MC (solid) and collision data
(points) for tcorr for electrons from a W ! e sample. The
distributions are well centered around 0 and the resolutions of
collision data and MC fit well with a fully corrected RMS of
0.64 ns.

(2) a  þ jet þ E
6 T ‘‘preselection sample’’ is selected offline, and (3) the event selection uses optimized final event
selection requirements. The full set of requirements that
determine the preselection sample for the search are summarized in Table V. The optimization and final event
requirements are described in Sec. VI.
The analysis begins by selecting events online using a
single set of 3-level trigger requirements that require a
photon candidate and E
6 T . The Level 1 trigger requires a
single tower in the calorimeter with jj < 1:1, ET >
6 T > 15 GeV. For a de8 GeV, EHad =EEM < 0:125, and E
scription of the ID variables, see the appendix. The Level 2
trigger requires the event to have an EM cluster with ET
20 GeV and E
6 T 15 GeV. At Level 3 the requirements
are tightened with ET > 25 GeV, EHad =EEM < 0:125, and
E
6 T > 25 GeV. The data consist of events from the datataking period from December 2004, when the EMTiming
system became fully functional, until November 2005. The
data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 570 
34 pb1 .
The sample of  þ E
6 T candidate events that pass the
trigger requirements is processed offline where the event
characteristics are refined to increase the signal purity and
further reduce the backgrounds. The offline preselection
requirements include photon ID and E
6 T requirements as
well as jet, vertex, and cosmic ray rejection requirements.
To ensure that all signal events would have passed the
trigger with 100% efficiency each event is required to
have E
6 T > 30 GeV and a photon with ET > 30 GeV that
passes the identification criteria shown in Table I.
We require the presence of at least one jet and a high
pT vertex in each event for the preselection sample. This
~
~
~þ
~ 02 
preserves the acceptance of 
1 and 
1
1 production
while maintaining a search strategy that is as modelindependent as possible. While the term ‘‘jet’’ typically
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TABLE V. The requirements used to obtain the preselection
sample of  þ jet þ E
6 T events. The cosmic ray rejection cut is
described in more detail in [25]. The number of events in the data
that pass each cut are shown in Table VI. For more detail on the
ID variables, see the appendix.
Photon
ET > 30 GeV and jj  1:0
Fiducial: not near the boundary, in or z, of a calorimeter tower
EHad =EEM < 0:125
Energy in a R ¼ 0:4 cone around the photon excluding the
photon energy: EIso < 2:0 GeV þ 0:02 ðET  20 GeVÞ
No tracks pointing at the cluster or one track with
pT < 1:0 GeV=c þ 0:005 ET
pT of tracks in the R ¼ 0:4 cone <2:0 GeV=c þ 0:005 ET
No second cluster in the shower maximum detector or
nd
E2 cluster < 2:4 GeV þ 0:01 ET
EPMT2 j
AP ¼ jEEPMT1
< 0:6
PMT1 þEPMT2
Jet
Ejet
T >
jet

30 GeV
j j < 2:0
Highest pT space-time vertex

Ntrks 4
pT > 15 GeV=c
jzj < 60 cm
jt0 j < 5 ns
Global event cuts
E
6 T > 30 GeV
Passes cosmic ray rejection requirements
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TABLE VI. Event reduction for the preselection  þ jet þ E
6 T
sample. For the individual requirements see Table V.
No. of
observed events

Selection
ET > 30 GeV, E
6 T > 30 GeV,
photon ID and fiducial requirements
Vertex with pT > 15 GeV=c, 4 tracks
1 jet with ET > 30 GeV and jj < 2:0
Cosmics rejection

119 944
19 574
13 097
12 855

that pass each of the successive requirements to create our
preselection sample.
IV. BACKGROUNDS
Backgrounds to the  þ jet þ E
6 T signature can be categorized into two different classes: collision and noncollision events. The rate that each type of background
contributes to the final signal time-window is estimated
solely from collision data using control samples of events
that pass all of the final requirements excluding timing. We
define the ‘‘kinematic sample’’ as the events that pass the
final event requirements (summarized in Sec. VI, Table IX)
except the timing requirement. The tcorr distributions outside the timing signal region are used to normalize each
background, which is then extrapolated into the signal time
region. In this section each of the backgrounds is described, and the signal estimation techniques are outlined.
A. Standard model backgrounds: Prompt photons

refers to the hadronization of a high energy quark or gluon
that is produced in the collision, at CDF jets are identified
as clusters of energy in the calorimeter [15]. Hence, the
hadronic decays of taus and/or the energy deposits from
electrons or photons are also efficiently reconstructed as
jets. Requiring at least a single jet with ET > 30 GeV and
jj < 2:1 retains high efficiency and significantly reduces
noncollision backgrounds which typically only produce a
single photon candidate. As previously mentioned, each
event must also have a good space-time vertex with at least
4 good tracks and a pT of at least 15 GeV=c. This allows
for a good tcorr measurement and further helps reduce the
noncollision backgrounds. We also require jzj < 60 cm
and jt0 j < 5 ns for tracks to be included in the vertexing
so that both the COT tracking and the calorimeter are able
to produce high quality measurements.
A cosmic ray that traverses the detector can create hits in
the muon system that are not associated with tracks in the
COT and deposit a photon candidate nearby in the calorimeter. An event is rejected from the preselection sample
if there are potential cosmic-ray hits in the muon chamber
within 30 degrees in of the photon that are not matched
to any track. Table VI lists the cumulative number of events

Prompt collision events dominate the sample and populate the region around tcorr ¼ 0 ns. As shown later, it is not
important for this search to distinguish further between the
various prompt photon sources. Most events are from -jet
and jet-jet events with one jet reconstructed as a photon and
with E
6 T from the mismeasurement of the photon and/or jet
in the calorimeter. A smaller source is from SM W ! e þ
jets events where the electron is misidentified as a photon
and the leaves undetected to cause the E
6 T . In both cases
these events can fall into the large tcorr signal time window
due to either Gaussian fluctuations of the timing measurement or a wrong collision vertex selection. The latter case
dominates the SM background estimate and is more likely
at high instantaneous luminosity when there are multiple
collision vertices reconstructed.
To study the tcorr distribution for promptly produced
photons, a sample of W ! e events is selected using
the requirements described in Table II. This sample is
used for the reasons described in Sec. II, and has the
additional advantage that the electron track in the COT
allows for a determination of the correct vertex. To mimic
closely the vertexing for events with photons, the electron
track is dropped from the vertex clustering. The
highest-pT vertex is chosen as the most likely to have
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FIG. 13 (color online). The tcorr distribution for electrons in a
sample of W ! e events. In plot (a) the two Gaussians correspond to the cases when the highest-pT vertex is associated to
the electron track and when it is not. These cases can be
separated by requiring a match between the vertex and the
electron track in both space and time (b) and excluding matched
events (c).

produced the EM cluster (the ‘‘photon’’). Figure 13 shows
the resulting tcorr distribution and has a double-Gaussian
shape. One Gaussian comes from events where the vertex
choice is correct and the other Gaussian comes from events
where the vertex choice is incorrect [26].
Figure 13 also shows these events separated into right
and wrong-vertex subsamples. An event is identified as a
right vertex if there is a tight match (jztrack  zvertex j <
2 cm and jttrack  tvertex j < 2 ns) between the electron
track and the vertex. Both matched and unmatched distributions are Gaussian and centered at zero. The right vertex
selection has a RMS of 0.64 ns, reflecting the system
resolution, and the wrong-vertex selection has a RMS of
2:0 ns. The wrong-vertex time distribution can be understood by combining the RMS of the time distribution
without the vertex t0 and z0 corrections (RMS ¼ 1:6 ns)
with the RMS of the collision t0 distribution (RMS ¼
1:28 ns as shown in Fig. 8): RMSwrong vertex ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1:62 þ 1:282 ¼ 2:05 ns. The number of events in the
tcorr signal region (tcorr many  above 0) for prompt, SM
sources can thus be estimated by simple extrapolation
from a fit of the timing distribution using the data around
tcorr ¼ 0. As previously noted our final signal region is
2:0  tcorr  10 ns and the background estimation is performed using tcorr < 1:2 ns for reasons described in
Sec. IV C.
The systematic uncertainty on the number of prompt
events in the signal region is dominated by the observed
variation in the mean and RMS of the tcorr distribution as a
function of the E
6 T , jet ET , and photon ET requirements. To
estimate the variation, we study the tcorr distribution for
samples of electrons in W þ jets events for various electron ET , jet ET , and E
6 T event requirements (20  Eele
T 
jet
2
2
6 T
40 GeV=c , 25  ET  40 GeV=c , and 30  E
50 GeV). The results are shown in Fig. 14(a). The variation
in the mean is up to 0.1 ns and is conservatively rounded up
to 0.2 ns. Similarly, the systematic uncertainty on the RMS
of tcorr is conservatively overestimated from a fit to Fig. 14
(b) to be 0.02 ns and is only a small addition.
For wrong-vertex assignments, there is an additional
variation in the tcorr distribution as a function of photon
 due to the incorrect time-of-flight calculation. Figure 15
shows the mean and the RMS of the tcorr distribution for
electrons from W ! e events where the wrong-vertex is
selected for the timing correction, as a function of tower-.
We take a systematic uncertainty on the mean and the RMS
of the wrong-vertex contribution to the tcorr distribution to
be equal to the full variation. We assign values of 0.33 ns
and 0.28 ns, respectively, to these systematic uncertainties,
the latter arising from the largest variations in Fig. 15.
B. Noncollision backgrounds
The fraction of noncollision backgrounds in the kinematic sample that fall in the timing signal window is
significant. To study these backgrounds, we divide them
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FIG. 15. The mean and RMS of the tcorr distribution for
electrons from W ! e events, where the wrong vertex is
picked, as a function of .
FIG. 14. The mean and RMS of the tcorr distribution for
electrons from various subsamples of W ! e þ jets events
where each entry reflects a different combination of the electron
6 T event requirements. There are slight shifts as
ET , jet ET , and E
the requirements vary. While the mean of the distribution is close
to zero, the systematic variation on the mean of the primary
Gaussian of the prompt time distribution is conservatively taken
to be 0.2 ns in the background estimates.

into two separate sources: cosmic ray muons and beam
related backgrounds. Cosmic ray events (cosmics) come
from cosmic ray muons that emit photons via bremsstrahlung as they traverse the detector or produce significant
ionization in a large q2 interaction with the EM calorimeter. Beam halo events (beam halo) are caused by beam
particles (mostly from the more intense proton beam) that
hit the beam pipe upstream of the detector and produce
muons. These muons travel almost parallel to the proton
beam direction and shower into the EM calorimeter to
create a photon candidate; see Fig. 16. In both cases the
event has significant E
6 T that is highly correlated with the

photon ET and is uncorrelated with any collision that might
occur coincidentally at high luminosity. As cosmic ray
muons interact with the detector and produce a photon
randomly in time, their time distribution is roughly constant over the entire calorimeter energy integration window
range of 132 ns. Beam halo ‘‘photons’’ typically arrive a
few ns earlier than prompt photons for geometric reasons
as shown in Fig. 16. However in this case, while the rate is
lower, the photon candidate can also have a tcorr of 19 ns
(and multiples later and earlier) if the muon was created in
one of the beam interactions that can occur every 19 ns
in the accelerator.
The rate at which both noncollision backgrounds populate the signal region is estimated from collision data using
events with no identified collision. The noncollision sample consists of events with a photon that passes the photon
ID criteria listed in Table I, E
6 T > 30 GeV, and no reconstructed vertex. This sample is used to make timing distribution templates from pure samples of each type of
noncollision background. Beam halo events are identified
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FIG. 16 (color online). Illustrations of a beam halo event interacting with the detector. In both figures the muon path is indicated with
an arrow. (a) A comparison of the time distributions of prompt collision events with beam halo photon candidates for three example
towers in the calorimeter shows that the mean time changes as a function of tower  and is always less than zero. The y-axes are in
arbitrary units. (b) An illustration of how the beam halo interacts with the calorimeter. The muon travels through multiple towers in the
hadronic calorimeter at high  before hitting the electromagnetic calorimeter.

by the energy deposition of the muon as it passes through
the high  towers of the plug hadronic calorimeter (jj
1:1) and the central EM calorimeter (jj  1:1) towers at
the same
as the photon candidate; see Fig. 16. The
muon deposits a small amount of energy in most towers
along its path. Hence, we count the number of towers in the
hadronic calorimeter with
0:1 GeV and jj 1:1
(nHADTowers) and the number of towers in the EM calorimeter with 0:1 GeV and jj  1:1 (nEMTowers). The
results are shown in Fig. 17 for the full noncollision
sample. Cosmic ray candidates are easily separated from
beam halo candidates. This is because cosmics do not
deposit energy in the hadronic calorimeter with jj 1:1
and typically only deposit significant energy in a single EM
tower. An event is identified as a cosmic if it has
nHADTowers ¼ 0 and nEMTowers < 5. (Note that we
also ignore all photon candidates with 15 < < 15
as beam halo dominates there.) Conversely, beam halo
events are identified if they have no muon stubs and
have both nHADTowers > 1 and nEMTowers > 4. The
tcorr distribution for each is shown in Fig. 18 for the
entire calorimeter energy integration window and indicates
that the real collision contamination is negligible. As
these events lack a vertex, the photon arrival time is
corrected assuming z0 ¼ 0 and t0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (1). To
create the tcorr distribution for use in extrapolating
the number of noncollision events in the signal time
window from the control regions, we convolute the distributions in Fig. 18 with the RMS of the interaction time of
1.3 ns as the collision time is uncorrelated. As will be seen,
the uncertainty on the rate of the number of events in the
signal time region is dominated by the statistical uncertainty on the number of noncollision events in the control
regions. We note that because of the accelerator geometry
there are 40 times more beam halo events that occur
around the region ’ 0 as can be seen in Fig. 19. This
explains the 15 < < 15 separation requirement and

will be further used in the final background estimate
procedure.
C. Background estimation methods
The number of background events in the signal region is
estimated from collision data by fitting a set of control
regions with background timing shapes and extrapolating
into the signal time window. The tcorr distribution shape
‘‘templates’’ for each background source are given in
Figs. 13 and 18. Since a sample is defined by kinematic
cuts alone we can estimate the number of background
events in any potential signal time window using sensibly
chosen control regions. Thus, we can predict the background rate for a large variety of final kinematic and timing

FIG. 17 (color online). The variables used to separate cosmic
and beam halo backgrounds in the  þ E
6 T sample without a
vertex. Beam halo muons deposit energy in many HAD towers as
they interact with the detector at high jj and many EM towers
as they traverse the central portion of the calorimeter along the
beam halo direction.
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FIG. 19 (color online). The number of beam halo photon
candidates as a function of . Most photons arrive at  0.

FIG. 18. The tcorr distributions for the cosmic ray (a) and beam
halo (b) backgrounds in the  þ E
6 T sample without a collision.

cuts and use these estimates as part of our optimization
procedure.
The background prediction for the signal timing region
for each subsample of  þ jet þ E
6 T events after the kinematic sample requirements is done as a two-step process
with multiple control regions. There are a number of
reasons for this. Multiple control regions are used to get
a robust estimate of each of the background event contributions that are hard to separate; for example, the timing
region f15; 0g ns is populated by both the wrong-vertex
backgrounds and beam halo backgrounds. Second, for
many of the potential kinematics-only samples, low statistics can bias the fit results. We define a set of control
regions chosen such that each is largely dominated by a
single background source, and use an iterative fitting pro-

cedure to ensure that each background is well estimated for
each kinematic requirement choice during optimization.
The control regions are designed to allow for a good
estimation of each background separately. Since the cosmics rate is essentially constant in time, the time control
region is defined to be f25; 90g ns and is chosen such that
(a) it is well above the beam halo secondary peak at
19 ns and (b) it does not include the region close to the
end of the calorimeter energy integration window where
the event rate falls sharply. The beam halo control region is
defined to be f20; 6g ns and is chosen such that (a) it
contains most of the beam halo events but (b) stays well
away from the region dominated by the prompt photon
production. The standard model control region is defined to
be f10; 1:2g ns. An additional requirement on this region
is that the photon must have j j 15 . This (a) includes
as much of the collision data as possible to get good
precision on the ratio of right to wrong-vertex events,
(b) allows for a potential signal region above 1.2 ns, and
(c) removes most of the beam halo contamination. We note
that while the restriction is useful for estimating backgrounds, it is not an effective tool in improving the sensitivity. While the upper time limit of the signal region at
10 ns is not quantitatively motivated, it contains most of a
long-lived signal on the order of nanosecond lifetimes as
the time distribution falls exponentially (Fig. 2).
The background prediction for the signal timing region
is done as a two-step process. In step 1, the wrong-vertex
fraction and the overall prompt photon rate are measured.
The process begins by fitting the beam halo and cosmics
control regions (f20; 6g ns and f25; 90g ns respectively) to the templates in Fig. 18. Their contamination in
the standard model control region (f10; 1:2g ns and
j j 15 ) is then subtracted off. The remaining data in
the standard model control region are then fit using the two
single Gaussian functions shown in Fig. 13. While the
mean and RMS of both functions are fixed, the normal-
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izations are allowed to float in the fit. After fitting, the final
normalization is scaled by a factor of 12=11 to account for
the j j 15 requirement on the sample. The statistical
error on the prediction in the signal region is determined by
the fit. The full uncertainty on the number of events in the
signal time window is estimated by varying the collision
background fractions, means, and RMS’s according to
their systematic and statistical uncertainties. We estimate
the fraction of wrong-vertex events in the preselection
sample (see Table V) to be ð3  1Þ%.
In step 2, the rate of the noncollision backgrounds in the
signal region is estimated using the entire region. Again,
the process begins by subtracting off the expected contamination from collision sources in both the beam halo and
cosmics control regions. The data is then simultaneously fit
for the normalization of the beam halo and cosmic ray
backgrounds. The uncertainties on the extrapolation to the
signal region are dominated by the statistical error on the
number of events in the control regions and the uncertainty
on the extrapolation from the prompt background. With
this 2-step process the background estimation for all
sources is robust enough to be applied for any subsample
of  þ jet þ E
6 T events that satisfy different kinematic
sample requirements. This feature will be used along
with the simulated acceptance of GMSB events for the
optimization.
V. ACCEPTANCES FOR GMSB EVENTS AND
THEIR SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
We use MC techniques to estimate the acceptance and
overall sensitivity to GMSB models. The sparticle properties (mass, branching fractions, etc.) are calculated with
ISASUGRA [27]. Samples of events of GMSB processes are
simulated according to their production cross sections using PYTHIA [18], a full detector simulation, as well as
parton distribution functions (PDFs) [28]. All sparticle
production mechanisms, dominated by gaugino pair production, are simulated as this maximizes the sensitivity to
the model [29,30]. To map out the sensitivity for GMSB
~ 01 mass and lifetime, MC samples
models as a function of 
are generated for 65  m~01  150 GeV=c2 and 0 
~01  40 ns. As 5% of the simulated events pass all
the selection requirements, the size of the MC samples is
chosen to be 120 000 events so that their statistical uncertainty is 1% and negligible compared to the combined
systematic uncertainty.
The total event acceptance is
A

¼ ðA

ÞSignal MC

CMC ;

(3)

where the MC program is used to estimate A, the fraction
of events that pass the kinematic sample requirements and
to estimate , the fraction of these events that remain after
the tcorr requirement. CMC is a correction factor for effi-

TABLE VII. Summary of the MC event reduction for a GMSB
example point at m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns as a function of the preselection sample cuts of Table V. Note that the
efficiency loss caused by the cosmic ray rejection requirement is
implemented as an MC correction factor, CMC .
Requirement
Sample events
Central photon with ET > 30 GeV,
and E
6 T > 30 GeV
Photon fiducial and ID cuts
Good vertex
1 jet with ET > 30 GeV and
jj < 2:0
Cosmic ray rejection ( CMC )

Events
passed

ðA

ÞSignal MC
(%)

120 000
64 303

100.0
53.6

46 730
37 077
28 693

38.9
30.9
23.9

N/A

23.5

ciency loss due to the cosmic ray rejection requirement and
is not simulated. Table VII shows the breakdown of the
number of MC events after each of the preselection sample
requirements in Table V for an example GMSB point at
m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns, near the expected
sensitivity limit.
The loss of signal events due to the cosmic ray rejection
requirement is chiefly caused by real cosmic rays overlapping the signal events and causing the requirement to
fail. This efficiency is estimated simply to be equal to the
efficiency of the requirement as measured from the preselection sample but additionally requiring the photons to be
within jtcorr j < 10 ns to select collision events with high
purity. There are 12 583 events in this sample. 12 360
events remain after the cosmic ray rejection requirement,
360
giving an efficiency of CMC ¼ 12
12 583 ¼ ð98  1Þ%, with
the error conservatively overestimated.
The systematic uncertainty that enters the limit calculation (and thus a proper optimization) is dominated by the
potential shift of the tcorr measurement for the kinematic
sample requirements. This along with the remaining systematic effects on the acceptance, luminosity, and production cross section are summarized in Table VIII. The
uncertainty is evaluated at m~01 ¼ 95 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼
10 ns. The effect of varying m~01 and ~01 is negligible when
compared to the other systematic effects. We next describe
the estimation of these important effects.
(i) Time measurement: There is an uncertainty on the
acceptance due to the systematic variations in the
tcorr measurement shown in Fig. 13. Three types of
uncertainties are considered simultaneously: (1) a
shift in the mean of the tcorr measurement, (2) a
change in the RMS variation of the tcorr measurement, and (3) a change in the fraction of events that
have an incorrectly chosen vertex. The variation of
the mean of the right (wrong) vertex tcorr measurement has been conservatively overestimated to be
0.2 ns (0.33 ns) and can shift events into and out of
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TABLE VIII. Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the
acceptance and the total production cross section.
Factor

(vi) Renormalization scale: There is a systematic uncertainty of the production cross section which is
estimated using the standard technique of varying
the renormalization scale between 0:25 q2 and 4
q2 using PROSPINO2 [32]. The variation of the cross
section is estimated to be 2.4%.

Relative systematic
uncertainty (%)

Acceptance:
tcorr measurement and vertex selection
Photon ID efficiency
Jet energy scale
Initial and final state radiation (ISR/FSR)
Parton distribution functions (PDFs)
Total

6.7
5.0
1.0
2.5
0.7
8.8

Cross section:
Parton distribution functions (PDFs)
Renormalization scale
Total

5.9
2.4
6.4

Luminosity

6.0

VI. OPTIMIZATION AND EXPECTED SEARCH
SENSITIVITY

the signal region. The fractional variation in acceptance due to this effect is estimated to be 6.7%. The
fractional change in acceptance due to changing the
RMS of the tcorr measurement is estimated to be
0.03%. The variation due to fluctuations in the number of additional vertices is 1:5% [31]. Taken in
quadrature the total uncertainty is 6.7% and forms
the dominant contribution to the systematic uncertainty on the acceptance.
(ii) Photon ID efficiency: As described in Sec. II, the
systematic uncertainty on the photon ID efficiency
is estimated to be 5%.
(iii) Jet energy: As the event selection requires a jet
with ET > 30 GeV a systematically mismeasured
jet can contribute to the acceptance uncertainty. We
use the standard CDF procedure [15] of varying the
jet energy by 1 of the estimated energy systematic uncertainty and find the resulting variation in
the acceptance to be 1.0%.
(iv) Initial and final state radiation (ISR/FSR): The
uncertainty in the MC simulation of ISR and FSR
effects can cause the photon, the jet, or the E
6 T to be
systematically more likely to pass or fail the kinematic sample requirements and affect the acceptance. This is estimated using the standard CDF
procedure of varying the ISR/FSR parameters as
described in [22]. The systematic variation in the
acceptance is estimated to be 2.5%.
(v) Parton distribution functions (PDFs): The production cross section and the acceptance have uncertainties due to uncertainty in the PDFs. The
uncertainty is estimated using the standard CDF
procedure of varying the PDFs within the uncertainties provided by CTEQ-6M as described in [28]. We
find a relative uncertainty of 0.7% on the acceptance
and 5.9% on the cross section.

The sensitivity to sparticle production is estimated in the
form of the expected 95% C.L. upper cross section limits
(exp
95 ) for various points in parameter space in the nosignal scenario. Before unblinding the signal region in
the data we optimize the search sensitivity and determine
the best event selection requirements for a prospective
GMSB signal. This is done using the background rates
and the signal acceptances for all sparticle production,
with uncertainties, available for different sets of selection
requirements. The procedure is to consider the number of
events ‘‘observed’’ in a pseudoexperiment, Nobs , assuming
no GMSB signal exists, and to calculate 95 ðNobs Þ using
a Bayesian method with a constant cross section prior [33].
The uncertainties on the signal efficiencies, backgrounds,
and luminosity are treated as nuisance parameters
with Gaussian probability distributions. We write
95 ðNobs ; cutsÞ since the limit is also a function of the
number of predicted background events and A , where
both factors depend on the set of requirements (cuts) used.
The expected cross section limit in the no-signal scenario is calculated from 95 ðNobs ; cutsÞ and takes into
account the outcomes of the pseudoexperiments determined by their relative Poisson probability [34], P . The
expected cross section limit and its RMS are given by:
exp
95 ðcutsÞ ¼

1
X

95 ðNobs ; cutsÞ P ðNobs ; Nback ðcutsÞÞ

Nobs ¼0

(4)
RMS 2 ðcutsÞ ¼

1
X

2
ð95 ðNobs ; cutsÞ  exp
95 ðcutsÞÞ

Nobs ¼0

P ðNobs ; Nback ðcutsÞÞ;

(5)

where Nback ðcutsÞ is the number of expected background
for a given set of cuts and P ðNobs ; Nback ðcutsÞÞ is the
normalized Poisson distribution of Nobs with a mean
Nback ðcutsÞ. The expected maximal sensitivity for each
GMSB parameter choice is found when the set of requireexp
ments minimizes exp
95 ðcutsÞ. To find the minimal 95 we
6 T , and jet ET threshsimultaneously vary the photon ET , E
olds,  ðE
6 T ; jetÞ, and the lower limit on tcorr . Here
 ðE
6 T ; jetÞ is the azimuthal angle between E
6 T and the
highest-ET jet. This angle cut helps reject events where the
E
6 T is overestimated because of a poorly measured jet. The
upper limit on tcorr is kept constant at 10 ns. As an illus-
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TABLE X. The 95% C.L. cross section limit as a function of
the hypothetically observed number of events, the Poisson
probability for the number of events based on the no-signal
hypothesis (1.3 events expected) at an example GMSB point
of m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns, and the requirements
listed in Table IX. We find for this point in parameter space
exp
95 ¼ 128 fb with a RMS of 42 fb. A total sparticle production
cross section of 162 fb is predicted for this point, and thus on
average we expect to exclude it.
Nobs

FIG. 20 (color online). The expected 95% C.L. cross section
limit as a function of the lower value of the tcorr requirement for a
GMSB example point with m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns.
The values of the kinematic sample requirements are held at their
optimized values.

tration of the optimization, Fig. 20 shows the expected
cross section limit for a GMSB example point [12] at
m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns as a function of the
lower tcorr requirement. All other requirements are kept
fixed at their optimized values. This point is close to the
boundary of the exclusion region.
In the region 65 < m~01 < 150 GeV=c2 , 0 < ~01 <
40 ns the optimal cut values have negligible variation
except for a small variation in the optimal jet ET requirements and the lower limit on tcorr . A single fixed set of final
requirement values is chosen since, far from the expected
exclusion boundaries, this results in at most a 4% loss of
TABLE IX. The data selection criteria and the total, cumulative event efficiency for an example GMSB model point at
m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns. The listed requirement
efficiencies are in general model dependent. The good vertex
requirement (95% efficient) includes the jz0 j < 60 cm cut. The
efficiency of this cut, as well as that of the photon fiducial and
cosmic ray rejection cuts, is model-independent and estimated
from data.

Preselection sample requirements
6 T > 30 GeV
ET > 30 GeV, E
Photon ID and fiducial, jj < 1:0
P
Good vertex, tracks pT > 15 GeV=c
jjet j < 2:0, Ejet
T > 30 GeV
Cosmic ray rejection

Individual
efficiency
(%)

Cumulative
efficiency
(%)

54
74
79
77
98

54
39
31
24
23

92
86
33

21
18
6

Requirements after optimization
E
6 T > 40 GeV, Ejet
T > 35 GeV
 ðE
6 T ; jetÞ > 1:0 rad
2:0 ns  tcorr  10 ns

0
1
2
3
4
5

95 ðNobs Þ (fb)

Probability (%)

79.9
120
153
196
239
280

28.7
35.8
22.4
9.32
2.91
0.729

sensitivity. The final values are photon ET > 30 GeV, jet
ET > 35 GeV,  ðE
6 T ; jetÞ > 1:0 rad, E
6 T > 40 GeV, and
2:0  tcorr  10 ns. For m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼
5 ns we find an acceptance of ð6:3  0:6Þ%. Table IX gives
more details on the acceptance reduction as a function of
the requirements. Our fit to the data outside the signal
region predicts total backgrounds of 6:2  3:5 from cosmic
rays, 6:8  4:9 from beam halo background sources, and
the rest from the standard model with a measured wrongvertex fraction of ð0:5  0:2Þ%. Inside the signal region,
2:0  tcorr  10 ns, we predict 1:25  0:66 events: 0:71 
0:60 from standard model, 0:46  0:26 from cosmic rays,
and 0:07  0:05 from beam halo. Table X shows the various possible number of hypothetically observed events and
their probability in the no-signal hypothesis. We find for
this point in parameter space exp
95 ¼ 128 fb with a RMS of
42 fb. The total sparticle production cross sections, prod ,
are calculated at next-to-leading order (NLO) by multiplying the LO production cross section from PYTHIA [18]
by the theoretical K factors from [35] (  1:2 for this mass
range). A total sparticle production cross section of 162 fb
is predicted for this point, and thus we expect to exclude it.
A total of 5:7  0:7 signal events is expected for this mass/
lifetime combination.
VII. DATA, CROSS SECTION LIMITS, AND FINAL
RESULTS
After the kinematic requirements (Table IX) 508 events
remain in the data sample. Table XI lists the number of
events observed in the three control regions. Figure 21
shows the tcorr distribution from data along with the signal
expectations and the background shapes, normalized using
the control regions.
Since the number of events in the timing window 1:2 
tcorr  10 ns is predicted by the background estimation
techniques we can compare the number of predicted and
observed events. Table XII shows the results as each of the
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TABLE XI. The observed number of events in each control
region after all the optimized kinematic sample requirements.
Control region

Dominant
background

Observed
events

20  tcorr  6 ns
10  tcorr  1:2 ns
25  tcorr  90 ns

Beam halo
SM
Cosmics

4
493
4

optimized requirements is applied sequentially along with
the expectations for a GMSB example point. The large
fractional errors on the backgrounds are due to the systematic uncertainty on the mean and RMS of the SM distributions as discussed in Sec. IV. The large fractional errors on
the beam halo and cosmic ray estimates are primarily due
to the small number of events in the control regions.
Neither is a problem in the final analysis as the absolute
number of background events is small in the signal region.
After each requirement, sparticle production would have
increased the number of events observed in the signal
region above the background levels. However, there is
good agreement between the background prediction and
the number of events observed in all cases. The bulk of the
beam halo and cosmics background are rejected by the
timing requirement.
There are 2 events in the final signal region, 2:0 
tcorr  10 ns, consistent with the background expectation
of 1:3  0:7 events. Figure 21(b) shows in detail the time
window immediately around the signal region. The data is
consistent with background expectations. The two events
have tcorr of 2.2 ns and 2.6 ns, respectively. Figure 22 shows
the distributions for the background and signal expectations along with the data as functions of the photon ET , jet
ET , E
6 T , and  ðE
6 T ; jetÞ requirements. There is no distribution that hints at an excess.
A model-independent exclusion limit can be assigned
based on this nonobservation. The two observed events and
the background and its uncertainty give a 95% C.L. upper
obs ) on the number of events produced of N obs ¼
limit (N95
95
5:2 events. Any model of new physics that predicts more
than this number of delayed  þ jet þ E
6 T events is excluded. To make our results useful for future model builders to calculate cross section limits for other acceptance
models, we calculate a correction factor, Csys , that takes
into account the systematic uncertainties on the acceptance, efficiency and the luminosity, which are also fairly
model-independent. Using the relation
obs
95 ¼

obs
N95
Csys
L ðA Þ

(6)

obs
and the methods to calculate obs
Csys ¼
95 , we find N95
5:5 events.

FIG. 21 (color online). The tcorr distribution including the
control and signal regions, after all but the timing cut for all
backgrounds, for the expected signal and the observed data. A
total of 508 events is observed in the full time window. The two
observed events in the signal region, 2:0  tcorr  10 ns, are in
the first signal time bin (marked with a star). This is consistent
with the background expectation of 1:3  0:7 events.

A. Cross section limits and exclusion regions for GMSB
production
To compare our results to GMSB models we calculate
the 95% C.L. upper limits and compare to GMSB production cross sections. To allow for a more detailed comparison to production cross sections for any other model that
predicts heavy, long-lived, neutral particles that produce
the  þ jet þ E
6 T final state [36] we parameterize the acceptance using variables that are largely independent of the
GMSB specific dynamics.
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TABLE XII. Summary of the expected and observed number of events from the background estimate after the preselection sample
requirements and each requirement from the optimization, separated for each background, and the expected number of signal events.
The expected signal numbers are for a GMSB example point at m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns. Note that the additional
requirement 1:2  tcorr  10 ns is applied at the top line to allow the background estimation methods to use the prompt control region
to make predictions at each stage. The preselection sample cuts are listed in Table V. The background predictions match well with the
observed number of events for each requirement indicating the background estimation methods are reliable. There is no evidence of
new physics.
Requirement
SM
Photon, E
6 T , jet preselection cuts and
1:2  tcorr  10 ns
E
6 T > 40 GeV
Jet ET > 35 GeV
 ðE
6 T ; jetÞ > 1:0 rad
2:0  tcorr  10 ns

Expected background
Beam halo
Cosmics

Expected signal

Data

Total

490  295

0:27  0:12

1:30  0:49

492  295

11:7  1:4

398

162  76
154  72
13  11
0:71  0:60

0:24  0:12
0:12  0:08
0:10  0:07
0:07  0:05

1:17  0:46
0:79  0:37
0:52  0:30
0:46  0:26

164  76
155  73
13:7  11:6
1:3  0:7

10:2  1:2
9:4  1:1
8:5  1:0
5:7  0:7

99
97
8
2

FIG. 22 (color online). The predicted and observed photon ET , jet ET , E
6 T , and  ðE
6 T ; jetÞ distributions for the signal region after
the final event selection requirements. The GMSB distributions are for m~01 ¼ 100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns. There is no evidence for
new physics.
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There are several effects that cause the acceptance to
~ 01 mass and lifetime. The
vary as a function of both the 
~ 01 of
dominant ones are the probability that (a) at least one 
the two decays in the detector volume to produce a photon
that passes the kinematic sample selection criteria (Pvol )
and that (b) tcorr is within the signal time window (Pt ). We
find these are roughly independent of each other, and
define A
¼ Pvol Pt Pcorr , where Pcorr is a minor correction described below. We find:
Pvol ¼ ð0:254 þ 6:85
ð1  e

103 m~01  1:54

ð0:625þ0:0647 m~0 Þ=ð~0 þ0:842Þ
1

Pt ¼ ð0:0449 þ 8:69
ð1  ð1 

1

103 m~01  3:49

4:78=ð~0 þ1:21Þ 2
1
e
Þ Þ;
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constant 95% C.L. cross section upper limit based on the
two observed data events and has its best sensitivity for
lifetimes of 5 ns. Figure 25 shows the 95% C.L. excluobs
sion region for prod > exp
95 and prod > 95 . Since the
number of observed events is above expectations, obs
95 is
exp
0
~ 1 mass reach, based on the
slightly larger than 95 . The 
expected (observed) number of events, is 108 GeV=c2
(101 GeV=c2 ) at a lifetime of 5 ns. There is no exclusion

105 m2~0 Þ
1

Þ

(7)
105 m2~0 Þ
1

(8)

where each function consists of two multiplicative terms: a
mass-dependent term that determines the overall scale, and
a lifetime dependent term. Here m~01 is in GeV=c2 and ~01
is in ns. The small mass dependency of the overall scale
and of the exponential term in Pvol both come from varia~ 01 boost with its mass in production [14]. A
tions in the 
0
~ 01 to leave the detector with
~ 1 boost can cause the 
higher 
a higher probability given its lifetime and cause the photon
~ 01 direction
to be emitted at smaller angles relative to the 
such that its arrival time becomes similar to a promptly
produced photon. A variation in the boost is caused by a
change in the shape of the pT distribution as a function of
~ 01 mass. Another important, but nondominant, factor is
the 
the lifetime term in the denominator of both exponentials.
This takes into account the effect that both the acceptance
~ 01 lifetimes but have a
and efficiency are not zero at low 
finite contribution due to the resolution of the tcorr measurement. This causes prompt photons to fluctuate into the
signal time window. An additional lifetime dependent
correction term, Pcorr , is introduced to compensate for
remaining small deviations in A :
Pcorr ¼ 1:04  3:63

103 ~01 

0:011
;
0:06 þ ð1  ~01 Þ2
(9)

where ~01 is in ns. This simple parametrization well characterizes the acceptance for any GMSB model to better
than 4% and gives us confidence that it can be of use to
future model builders.
Figure 23 shows the expected and observed cross section
limits along with the NLO production cross section as a
~ 01 lifetime at a mass of 100 GeV=c2 and as a
function of 
~ 01 mass at a lifetime of 5 ns, close to the limit
function of 
of the expected sensitivity. Indicated is the 6.4%
uncertainty-band on the production cross section. The
band also shows the 1 statistical variations of the expected cross section limit. Figure 24 shows the contours of

FIG. 23 (color online). The expected and observed cross sec~ 01 lifetime at a mass of
tion limits as a function of the 
2
~ 01 mass at a lifetime
100 GeV=c (a) and as a function of the 
of 5 ns (b). Shaded green (darker shading) is the 6.4%
uncertainty-band for the production cross section. The yellow
shaded region (lighter shading) is the variation in the expected
limit due to the statistical variation on the number of background
events in the signal region (  30%).
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B. Future prospects

FIG. 24. The contours of constant 95% C.L. cross section
upper limit for the observed number of events in the detector.

~ 01 lifetimes less than 1 ns as only
of GMSB models with 
0
~ 1 have a long enough lifetime to produce
few of the 
delayed photons. However, most of the parameter space
there is already excluded by searches in  þ E
6 T [9,10].
The large mass limits extend beyond those of the LEP
searches [10] (using photon ‘‘pointing’’ methods) and are
currently the world’s best.

This search extends the exclusion region close to the
most important region of GMSB parameter space where
~ is predicted to be thermally produced in the early
the G
universe with a mass of 1–1:5 keV=c2 [13]. With a higher
luminosity this search technique will be sensitive to this
mass range. To investigate the prospects of such a search
we calculate the expected cross section limit assuming, for
simplicity, that all backgrounds scale linearly with luminosity (the uncertainties remain a constant fraction of the
background). While this assumption allows for a quick
estimate, it does not reflect the probable improvements in
the background rejection methods or the worsening effects
due to the higher instantaneous luminosity that could cause
a higher fraction of background events with a wrong-vertex
selection. As these effects would tend to balance each
other, it can be considered to provide a reasonably balanced estimate. The resulting cross section limit improveexp
,
ment, along with the expected 95% C.L. event limit, N95
are shown in Table XIII for our example point at m~01 ¼
100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns. Figure 26 shows the expected exclusion region for a luminosity of 2 and
10 fb1 along with the parameter space where 1  mG~ 
1:5 keV=c2 . The figure suggests that this search technique
will be sensitive to all of this important parameter space
~ 01 masses of less than
at 10 fb1 luminosity for 
2
140 GeV=c and lifetimes of less than 30 ns.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a search for heavy, long-lived neu~ in a sample of  þ jet þ E
tralinos that decay via G
6 T
pﬃﬃﬃ
events from pp collisions at s ¼ 1:96 TeV using the
CDF II detector. Candidate events were primarily selected
based on the delayed arrival time of the photon at the
calorimeter as measured with the newly installed
EMTiming system. In 570 pb1 of data collected during
2004–2005 at the Fermilab Tevatron, two events were
observed, consistent with the background estimate of
1:3  0:7 events. As the search strategy does not rely on
TABLE XIII. The expected search sensitivity improvement for
various luminosities for a GMSB example point at m~01 ¼
100 GeV=c2 and ~01 ¼ 5 ns assuming all backgrounds and their
uncertainty fractions scale linearly with luminosity. The numbers
in parentheses reflect the observed values in this search. The
resulting exclusion region is shown in Fig. 26.

FIG. 25 (color online). The expected and observed 95% C.L.
exclusion region along with the most stringent published LEP
limits from ALEPH [10]. The highest mass reach of 108 GeV=c2
(expected) and 101 GeV=c2 (observed) is achieved at a lifetime
of 5 ns.

Luminosity
(fb1 )

Expected
background

Factor of
improvement
on exp

exp
N95

0.570
2
10

1:3  0:7 (2)
4:3  2:3
21:9  11:6

1
0.46
0.308

4.6 (5.5)
7.4
24.8
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results extend the sensitivity to these models beyond those
from LEP II [10] and are the world’s best at masses
>90 GeV=c2 for 1 < ~01 < 10 ns. By the end of Run II,
an integrated luminosity on the order of 10 fb1 might be
collected, for which we estimate a mass reach of ’
140 GeV=c2 at a lifetime of 5 ns by scaling the expected
number of background events.
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APPENDIX: IDENTIFICATION VARIABLES
In Table XIV we provide a description of the identification variables used in this analysis for electrons, photons,
and tracks.

TABLE XIV. A description of the identification variables used in this analysis for electrons, photons, and tracks. More details can be
found in Ref. [8].
Photon and electron identification variables
Fiducial
EHad =EEM
EIso (GeV)
Ntracks
pT (GeV=c)
nd
E2 cluster (GeV)
AP
E=p
2Strip
Lshr
x q (cm)

jXCES j < 21 cm and 9 < jZCES j < 230 cm for the calorimeter cluster centroid
The ratio of the energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter behind the cluster to the
energy in the cluster as measured
in the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ EM calorimeter
Energy in a cone of R ¼  2 þ 2 ¼ 0:4 around the object, excluding the cluster energy
Number of tracks pointing at the photon cluster
Total pT of tracks in a cone of R ¼ 0:4 around the cluster
Energy of a second EM cluster, if any, as identified in the shower-maximum detector
jEPMT1 EPMT2 j
EPMT1 þEPMT2 where EPMT1 and EPMT2 are the two PMT energies
Ratio of the electron energy as measured in the calorimeter to the momentum
as measured by the COT
A 2 comparison of the shower-maximum profile to test beam data expectations
A comparison of the energy deposition of the electron, in adjacent towers, to expectations
The comparison between the extrapolated track position into the shower-maximum detector and
the measured cluster centroid position, taking into account the track charge
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TABLE XIV. (Continued)
Photon and electron identification variables
z0 (cm)
z (cm)

The measured z position of the electron track along the beam line
Difference between the measured electron track z0 and the measured z0 of the vertex
Good track selection variables

Slow proton rejection

z0 (cm)
Errðz0 Þ (cm)
t0 (ns)
Errðt0 Þ (ns)

The dE=dx for the track as it traverses the COT is required to be not consistent with being from
a slow proton. We require the timing variable to be less than 20 ns. For a description of the
relationship between the timing measurement and dE=dx see [21].
The measured z position of the track along the beam line
Uncertainty on the z0 measurement
The measured time of the track origin
Uncertainty on the t0 measurement
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